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1: The Marriage of Heaven and Hell - Wikipedia
One such example of this illustrated writing was The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. When you check out those original
illustrations, you'll notice that Blake added one more ingredient to his poetic-artistic-political gumbo: religion.

The Emanation of the Giant Albion Criticism. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell defies easy interpretation just
as it defies neat categorization as any one genre. Thus, commentary has focused as much on the structure of
the text as on its influences and themes. Biographical Information Blake had established himself as an author
and engraver during the previous decade and had produced the treatises There Is No Natural Religion and All
Religions Are One around using his unique method of illuminated printing. Songs of Innocence and The Book
of Thel followed the next year. Although his time-consuming process of engraving, printing, and
hand-coloring each copy produced texts of extraordinary beauty, circulation was necessarily limited, which
prevented Blake from achieving either the reputation or the income level his work properly merited.
Meanwhile, his political philosophy took shape within a circle that included some of the leading radicals of the
day, such as Joseph Priestley and Thomas Paine. Major Themes The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is a satiric
attack on orthodoxy in general and on the Swedenborgians in particular, but it is also an extended description
of the educational and developmental process by which the poet-prophet is created. In addition, it is a
revolutionary prophecy, written against the historical backdrop of political upheaval in America and in France.
The Marriage begins with a poem, "The Argument," in which Blake introduces his prophetic character
Rintrah; it ends with another poem, "A Song of Liberty," in which Blake celebrates revolution and foresees a
new age of political and religious freedom. Throughout the work, Blake presents a series of
contrariesâ€”Heaven and Hell, Good and Evil, Angel and Devil, Reason and Energyâ€”but then appears to
reverse the traditional values associated with each term, thus celebrating Energy, Evil, and even Satan himself.
Most critics today reject such a reading as simplistic and insist that, rather than merely inverting the terms of
the contraries, Blake was questioning both terms and exploring the limitations of each. The "Proverbs of Hell"
section contains some of the most outrageous and most widely-quoted passages of the entire text, among
them: Critics differ on the degree of irony Blake employed in some of his bolder statements, questioning when
Blake is speaking ironically as the Devil and when he is speaking as himself. They disagree on whether Blake
was an innovative revolutionary who mercilessly ridiculed dogmatic religion and rebelled against convention
in both art and politics, or if he was merely one of many products of his revolutionary times. Another area of
intense critical debate involves the various influences on the author and, in turn, on the text. Although Blake
directs some barbs at Milton as well, critics seem to agree that their tone is one of gentle irony as opposed to
the vicious ridicule he reserves for Swedenborg. In terms of form, The Marriage has been called
"structureless," but it has also been compared to "the A B A of the ternary form in music"; in this structure, the
development of a first theme is followed by the development of a second theme. The work then returns to the
first theme or some variation of it. Others scholars have claimed that the poem draws on dialectic, on a
well-established satiric tradition, on the elementary school primer, and on the chapbooks and political tracts of
the time. Still other critics insist that it stands alone in its structure and that there has been nothing like it
before or since.
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2: Proverbs of Hell by William Blake - Poems | Academy of American Poets
Summary of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. We can think of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell as a guided tour of
Hell, in which Blake sets out to correct some of our incorrect notions. The book is.

The Giants who formed this world into its sensual existence andnow seem to live in it in chains; are in truth.
Thus one portion of being, is the Prolific. But the Prolific would cease to be Prolific unless the Devourer as a
sea recieved the excess of his delights. Some will say, Is not God alone the Prolific? Religion is an endeavour
to reconcile the two. Jesus Christ did not wish to unite but to seperate them, as inthe Parable of sheep and
goats! Messiah or Satan or Tempter was formerly thought to be one of theAntediluvians who are our Energies.
A Memorable Fancy An Angel came to me and said. O pitiable foolish young man! All that we saw was
owing to your metaphysics: So the Angel said: Opposition is true Friendship. I have always found that Angels
have the vanity to speak of themselves as the only wise; this they do with a confident insolence sprouting from
systematic reasoning: Now hear a plain fact: Swedenborg has not written one new truth: And now hear the
reason. Thus Swedenborgs writings are a recapitulation of all superficial opinions, and an analysis of the more
sublime, but no further. Have now another plain fact: But when he has done this, let him not say that he knows
better than his master, for he only holds a candle in sunshine. The worship of God is. Honouring his gifts in
other men each according to his genius. I tell you, no virtue can exis without breaking these ten
commandments: Jesus was all virtue and acted from im[PL 24]pulse: When he had so spoken: This Angel,
who is now become a Devil, is my particular friend: The Bible of Hell: Albions coast is sick silent; the
American meadows faint! Shadows of Prophecy shiver along by the lakes and the rivers and mutter across the
ocean! The fire, the fire, is falling! O citizen of London. The fiery limbs, the flaming hair, shot like the sinking
sun into the western sea. Down rushd beating his wings in vain the jealous king: All night beneath the ruins,
then their sullen flames faded emerge round the gloomy king, With thunder and fire: Chorus Let the Priests of
the Raven of dawn, no longer in deadly black, with hoarse note curse the sons of joy. Nor his accepted
brethren whom, tyrant, he calls free; lay the bound or build the roof. Nor pale religious letchery call that
virginity, that wishes but acts not! For every thing that lives is Holy Sponsor.
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3: Close Reading Analysis | Marrying Heaven & Hell
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell starts off with section called "The Argument." No it doesn't. Yes it doesâ€”oh sorry, we
got carried away by the title. At any rate, in this section we're introduced to a character named Rintrah, and the dude is
not happy. He's raging out, while a "just man" keeps.

The Voice of the Devil 2. An Obstacle or a Tool? Proverbs of Hell 4. A Song of Liberty 5. It is not exactly
known when the work was written. One assumes it was composed in London between and [1], a period of
political conflict arising immediately after the French Revolution. The American and French Revolutions
promised a better world; and stirred Blake to a new enthusiasm, from which he deduced the theory that
apparent Evil, such as War, is only Energy working against established order. This was a new perception of
Truth; all his problems seemed solved by it; and he hailed the light triumphantly in another book, The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell [2] Apart from the opening Argument and the Song of Liberty, the entire book is
written in prose. Moreover, Blake saw himself and his writings as a continuation of writers, such as Jacob
Boehme or Emanuel Swedenborg, with similar writings: He believed with Swedenborg that just so the
inspired books of the Bible were to be read, besides all such works as the Bhagvat-Geeta and the Timaeus. He
saw a sequence of similar writings throughout the ages, written with precisely this purpose of speaking to the
select and keeping silence before the uninitiate: He intended to continue this series, and he seems to have been
its last exemplar. Hell is not seen as a place of punishment, which is obviously the common association to it,
but as a source of unrepressed feelings, creative energy, personal spiritual progression. Therefore, hell stands
in opposition to the more or less regulated and authoritarian perception of heaven. Blake is regarded as one of
those serious dissenters, who are permanently searching for spiritual truth. Since the conventional writings of
the Holy Bible were not enough for Blake, he was also reading works of the philosophical alchemists, such as
Jacob Boehme, Paracelsus, and Cornelius Agrippa. Apart from searching the truth in these books, his friend
John Flexman introduced him to a reading group which studied the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg. Blake
was one of the readers of Swedenborg who accepted the invitation. Moreover, she explains that the names of
William and Catherine Blake appeared in the minute book of the Great Eastcheap Swedenborgian Society. He
wrote about his former Swedish master: Swedenborg is considered a theosophist â€” thus, it is not a
coincidence that his society or New Church resembles more a masonic lodge than a common Christian church.
Theosophy belongs to higher and more occult Masonry. Swedenborg believed like other churches to separate
contraries such as good and evil and to assign reward and punishment. Swedenborg, the man of science, had
not been fully emancipated by his visionary enlightenment late in life; he was still ensnared by logic and
reason; as Blake put it, he had only conversed with angels, reasonable men, never with Devils, those inspired
by Imagination. Moreover, his writings were not only conventional in spirit but ridiculous in form. So Blake
began to scribble The Marriage of Heaven and Hell in a notebook; he had found his way through the dark,
tangled wood of experience, and with a chuckle he entered upon the third stage on the Mystic Way. For him,
contraries are too important for human life to arbitrarily categorize or classify them by giving them moral
values. Another intention of Blake writing the Marriage[15] is to attack conventional morality, institutions
such as the Anglican Church and the state, which repress human beings and restrict their desire, not allowing
people to live out their desire and fantasies. Mona Wilson nicely summarizes the reasons why Blake wrote the
Marriage: Each chapter begins with an outline and gives a deeper insight to the points which are of crucial
importance. In the first and the last stanza of the Argument one finds the figure of Rintrah which will be
discussed later on. It must be an important figure and of great significance, since it can be found in other
works of Blake as well. For instance, in Jerusalem the reader is told that Rintrah belongs to the four sons of
Liberty Jerusalem: This suggests Exodus Swedenborg had claimed the Last Judgment would have begun in
and finished the end of that year. Moreover, Blake was born in and probably thirty-three years old when he
started writing the Marriage. It has been granted me to see with my oen eyes, that the Last Judgment is now
accomplished; that the evil are cast into the hells, and the good elevated into heaven, and thus that all things
are reduced into order, the spiritual equilibrium between good and evil, or between heaven and hell, being
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thence restoredâ€¦. It was granted me to see all these things with my own eyes, in order that I might be able to
testify of them. The Last Judgment was commenced in the beginning of the year , and was fully accomplished
at the end of that year. Jacob, the younger brother of Esau, stole the blessing of their dying father Isaac. Isaac
explains to Esau that he and his other brethren shall be servants of Jacob, since Isaac made Jacob their master.
As Esau protested, his father answers by prophesying the following: By your sword you shall live, And you
shall serve your brother; And it shall come to pass, when you become Restless, That you shall break his yoke
from your neck. NKJV These lines might be interpreted symbolically by Blake â€” one day, the repressed
shall be rewarded or at least be relieved from their burden. The third prophecy refers to the return of Adam
into Paradise, which is not really the fulfilment of a prophecy. Here, Blake takes the figure of Adam as the
symbol of fallen man and suggests that men, though fallen, will find back and return to Eden. Furthermore,
Blake explains that contraries were necessary for human existence. Besides, he criticizes clergy or religions in
general who arbitrarily gave connotations to contraries, such as good and evil. The poet demonstratres this in
particular by giving this powerful definition which reads: Without Contraries is no progression. From these
contraries spring what the religious call Good and Evil. Good is the passive that obeys Reason. Evil is the
active springing from Energy. Everything seems to be harmonious and the beauty of nature is described:
Roses are planted where thorns grow, And on the barren heath Sing the honey bees. And on the bleached
bones Red clay brought forth;[26] In other words, the earthly paradise, the Garden of Eden is shown here. The
just man is oppressed and thus driven from his former rightful path. Lansverk identifies the evil figures â€” the
villain and the sneaking serpent â€” with the clergy. The result is that the just man and his myth is forced
outside the biblical canon, where he is left to rage in isolation. As described in the latter plates of the Marriage,
Blake attacks the system of corruption â€” which is priesthood obviously â€” and the Swedenborgian New
Jerusalem Church, since it did not bring many improvements, thus criticized by Blake as well. Apart from the
Proverbs of Hell, we interestingly find the usage of proverbial phrases in The Argument or elsewhere, too.
Moreover, they are to be found in a generaliszing present tense that interrupts the narrative and descriptive
technique, as used here in The Argument for instance. Its effect is to bring about the creation of an Edenic
garden, presumably filled with the roses from the proverb, and an Adam figure whose name, it will be
remembered, means red earth to inhabit it. Gillham who suggests the following: The poem may be interpreted
as stating that unproductive and passive men have established themselves as respectable, taking control of the
civilization built up by creative and daring men; and passive men, because they know that the creative spirit is
a threat to their security, have forced men of imagination and energy into the position of protest as outsiders.
Gillham goes on describing The Argument in a quite similar way to what is presented above, but slightly
different, as far as the function of the just man is concerned. He not only sees the just man walking through the
perilous path, but also as the one who changes the path and barren heath into a garden. There are certainly
several questions which come to mind when facing this figure, for example: What role does the figure of
Rintrah play and where does the name come from? Critics provide different origins for the name Rintrah
which then also leads to various functions of this particular figure. Essick suggests that Blake was influenced
by eighteenth-century natural sign theory to form names: In a few instances, Blake follows eighteenth-century
natural sign theory on how articulated names were first formed. Rintrah is that which roars. He explains that
Rintrah, i. Indra, is the Indian god of thunder and lightening who liberates water by striking at the clouds.
Besides, one finds Brama in the Song of Los. Brahma is the god of creation in Hindu mythology and only
second to God. From these statements we may assume that the official views on figures like the Devil or
Rintrah may perhaps be mistaken. Further investigation on the Marriage shall prove that the Devil is more of a
reactionary force who fights against social injustices â€” which are created by state and church â€” than an
evil figure which is the common association to it. Singh gives a definition concerning the figure of Rintrah
which seems quite likely: Rintrah is the prophet, the revoulutionary regenerator of human souls, the devil of
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, an iconolast, denouncer of established religions and repressive moral codes.
Bruder offers a different approach concerning the interpretation of The Argument and the figure of Rintrah.
Rintrah then obviously stands here for a god-like figure which is not willing to intervene in this case of
injustice. Bruder states the following: This appropriate masculinity finds its emblem in the archetypal angry
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young? Beer agrees with this point of view as far as Rintrah is concerned. He explains very accurately that
Palamabron and Rintrah are both limited in their practical sense of function: Between them Rintrah and
Palamabron represent, respectively, the prophetic and priestly character. Owing to the loss of vision in the age,
their field of activity is restricted, so that is limited to the expression of indignation, while Palamabron may
appear, not as the minister of pity but as the hypocritical priest, accusing of sin. Nevertheless, for all their
shortcomings, the lineaments of the sublime prophet and the merciful priest persist somewhere within these
two figures. Plate 3 commences with an ironical account of Blake concerning the New Jerusalem, that is to
say, the Last Judgment Swedenborg had announced in As a new heaven is begun, and it is now thirty-three
years since its Adent, the Eternal Hell revives. Swedenborg is the Angel sitting at the tomb: Although the
corpse was well preserved, it quickly turned to dust. The attack on Swedenborg in Marriage might be by way
of an ironical commentary on that event. Another important aspect which Blake was annoyed of, is the official
belief that heaven is superior to hell. King explains that the New Jerusalem Church held that heaven had
dominion over hell. In , Blake had become convinced that heaven and hell were connected. By , he had come
to believe that the world of hell was the only alternative open to him.
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4: Notes for "The Marriage of Heaven and Hell"
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is a satiric attack on orthodoxy in general and on the Swedenborgians in particular, but
it is also an extended description of the educational and developmental.

He is addressing modern-day issues and contradictions of the heart, soul and mind. These are real, solid
problems people cannot solve on their own. They deal with these issues in their personal lives today. I believe
Blake was a religious man and he truly loved God. Influenced by the American and French revolution and the
restrictions of the Anglican Church, he became an angry, anti-religious man and loved God even more so. He
wanted to prove through his writings that what we have been taught for eons, are untruths and misconceptions
of what God intended when he created us. He begins by pointing out the contradictions in the Bible. In other
words, if man follows his sensuality, he will be condemned forever. Brothels are built with bricks of religion.
Thus men forgot that All deities reside in the human breast. He continues to inform us that all Bibles are
written by man. Energy is Eternal delight. Why would you waste your time being someone else? We proceed
with our actions of reason and later question the inactions of our hidden desires. Good is the passive that obeys
reason. Evil is the active springing from Energy. Good is Heaven, Evil is hell. I have to agree with the
prophets only because most men are weak in independent thinking. In the printing house of hell, the most
dangerous chamber was the sixth which housed the books and libraries. Honoring his gifts in other men, each
according to his genius, and loving the greatest men best:
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5: "The Frankenstein Chronicles" The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (TV Episode ) - IMDb
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. By William Blake. As I analyze the poem, "The Marriage of Heaven and Hell" written
by William Blake, I instantly know for sure that "The more things change, the more they stay the same".

Blake can be read as insinuating Satan is Christ, Jehovah, or both. The ramifications of this interpretation for
the biblical tradition will be explored later in this paper. This means it can almost be expected of Blake to be
somewhat critical of the biblical proverb he is appropriating. Buy Now How and why exactly Blake
appropriates this biblical tradition can be understood if we examine what he says about proverbs within the
poem. From the Blakean perspective of energy, or hell, to desire but not act is a sin by its denial of the very
essence of hell, eternal delight in energy. This is a direct contradiction to the biblical teaching to curb desire.
The goal is to force order born of reason upon action in the biblical proverb, while the Blakean asserts the
necessity of action, or energy, driven by desire. Contrary to the biblical tradition that excess leads to folly,
Blake is expressing the truth from a different perspective. Both traditions recognize the foolishness of excess,
but while the biblical understanding relies on rules and reason to ensure the avoidance of excess, the Blakean
perspective speaks to the truth that true wisdom of and ability to avoid excess come not from knowing the
effects of moderation, but knowing the effects of excess. This difference in perspective ones again explains
how things in hell must necessarily appear horrible to heaven and vice versa. The traditional understanding is
obviously one of hell as a place of torment and suffering. Even in Milton, hell has a lake of fire and is a place
of constant suffering from which Satan wishes to escape. Heaven, in contrast, is paradise. It is a place that
eternally rings with the beautiful praises of Jehovah who sits on a throne in fellowship with his blessed and
blameless creation. While there is not much precedent of changing sympathies toward hell the way there is
with the character of Satan, there is a general sense, informed by science and new beliefs about the world, that
the traditional damnation and torture view was not strongly held by the intellectual circles in western thought
in which Blake participated. Hell would seem to be much more functional as a symbolic reality rather than a
real fate. This is the result of a cultural disconnectedness from the literally held beliefs of hell that dominated
the western world of thought for over a thousand years. If anything, this would give Blake at least some sort of
precedent to speculate on the actual heat of these fires in hell. Buy Now To understand exactly how Blake
appropriates these ideas within the text, we must examine his presentation of both places. In one particular
section towards the end of the poem, the narrator and an angel visit both heaven and hell with one another to
examine where the other will spend eternity Their trip to heaven has similarly horrible results. There, they see
chained animals eating one another This, again, speaks to the difference in perspective that Blake has stressed
in his appropriations of both Satan and the proverbs. What about William Shakespeare? The reputation of
Hamlet as one of Shakespeares greatest plays often times overlooks one of the greatest achievements of the
play. While many scholars acknowledge the play as the birth of the modern What this says more generally
about the relationship between literature and the Bible in the Romantic period is that there is evidence to
support that the Bible is as rich and as fertile of a text for the imagination of these poets as it was for the
religious fervor and intellectual sincerity of a history over a thousand years old. This investigation is beyond
the scope of this paper. For now, the significance must be found in the understanding of his appropriation of
biblical themes as a means not only to divorce ourselves from old understandings of the Bible, but also to
usher in new understandings that revitalize the biblical story in a manner which seems to be saying: If the
doors of perception were cleansed everything would appear To man as it is, infinite. Works Cited Blake,
William. More Blake from Amazon.
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6: The Marriage Of Heaven And Hell Poem by William Blake - Poem Hunter
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. As with Songs of Innocence and Exlperience, Blake combined poetry with art in the
production of this www.enganchecubano.com etched into copper sheets the text and images of each plate, ran off the
copies, and hand painted each page.

Songs of Innocence and of Experience 3. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell Forthcoming 4. The Continental
Prophecies 5. The Urizen Books 6. The Four Zoas 7. Milton a Poem 8. For full details of this licence, go to:
Contents Citations 4 Chapter 1: The Eternal Hell 5 Revives Chapter 2: The Eternal Hell Revives As a new
heaven is begun, and it is now thirty-three years since its advent: Swedenborg is The Angel sit- ting at the
tomb; his writings are the linen clothes folded up. Without Contraries is no progression. Good is the passive
that obeys Reason[. The Marriage began as a pamphlet denouncing the system devised by the eighteenth
century mystic and scientist, Emanuel Swedenborg, but it quickly developed into a much more radical assault
on the conventions of religion, politics and morality, as well as providing ironic critiques of the theology of
Milton and the Bible. The Marriage, provocative, mocking, sexy, pushy, and playful, bristles with While the
structure of The Marriage has often defied critics â€” S. For a truly dynamic system, Blake argues that the
opposing elements of human experience must engage equally with each other. One means by which Blake
does this is to deny the existence of evil â€” at least as it is commonly understood. Sensual enjoyment is not a
negation of being in the Augustinian notion of evil but rather its very fulfilment. It may be such radical
subversion was necessary in the revolutionary contexts of , and the importance of striking against his
conservative enemies did not provide him with the luxury of that subtlety of the contrary states of the human
soul he was later to demonstrate in Songs of Innocence and of Experience. Nonetheless, this relative failure to
achieve a true marriage does indicate the considerable difficulty that Blake had, not merely to oppose one
system to another in a spirit of rebellion but to break free of systems altogether. Reason and Energy If the
relationship of good and evil is a fundamental moral concern of The Marriage, then the metaphysical origin of
conventional dualism also has an important role to play, and this Blake traces to what he considers its source
in the split between body and soul, outlined most clearly in plate 4: All Bibles or sacred codes. That Man has
two real existing principles Viz: That God will torment Man in Eternity for following his Ener- gies. But the
following Contraries to these are True 1 Man has no Body distinct from his Soul for that calld Body is a
portion of Soul discernd by the five Senses. Energy is the only life and is from the Body and Reason is The
bound or outward circumference of Energy. However, religious folly, which denies the true nature of
humanity by denying the body, is also served by phi- losophy. Cartesian dualism may have been an extreme
version, but to Blake most if not all Enlightenment philosophers had mistakenly deposed a theistic god, only
to replace him with deistic reason that was equally effective in repressing the desires and energy of the body,
forgetting the origins of intellectual life that lay in those desires. Choosing forms of worship from poetic tales.
And at length they pronounced that the Gods had orderd such things. Thus men forgot that All deities reside in
the human breast. However, for Blake the role of energy and imagination as the animating motivation of such
systems of categorisation whereby poets placed cities and countries under mental deities returns the desires of
the body to the highest capabilities of which humanity is capable. God is a creation of imagination, and Blake
appears to have no problem with conceiving of man as the creator of God. Plate 11 explicitly attacks
priestcraft, denounced by many Enlightenment philosophers as that scheme by which God was removed to the
heavens from where he could still meddle in human affairs. Both priest and philosopher forgot that all divine
energy resides in the human breast, not in an abstract out there, whether heaven or the origin of the universe.
By contrast, if we view Blake as being inspired into a new way of thinking by the progress of the Revolution
in , it is possible to understand more profoundly what Eaves, Essick and Viscomi recognise as the optimism of
his diabolic support for what was taking place in France. After the meeting of the Three Estates in and the
formation of a new National Assembly at the end of that year, which brought with it the promise of potential
republicanism or at the very least constitutional monarchy, the Revolution was largely still in its benevolent
phase. Certainly there had been the Great Fear of the Summer of , which betokened the potential tyranny that
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would come, but the brief fits of violence that occurred, such as the storming of the Bastille, could still be
presented as part of the progress of France towards enlightened government. Feudalism had been abolished
and in May the Assembly had even renounced any involvement in wars of conquest. There is little of that
exultation in texts such as The [First] Book of Urizen or The Book of Ahania where the innocence of his
diabolism is tempered by the knowledge of revolutionary violence. Schock has observed the ways in which
the figure and mythology of Satan was used by both radicals and conservatives in the early years of the
Revolution. His argument, like that of Erdman, suffers slightly from the current understanding that The
Marriage was published in thus removing some of the immediate sources that he draws upon , but it is clear
that British propaganda against Satanic rebels made Blake increasingly proud of his diabolism â€” at least
until it became no longer safe to display such partisanship publicly Schock The Marriage, then, responds with
energy and optimism to the events of Although Blake had originally sought to mock the tenets of a
fashionable but still slightly obscure sect in London, he quickly expanded his vision to politics, religion, and
literature, easily sweeping in literary giants such as Milton. In tone and style, if not always in content, The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell is sometimes reminiscent of his earlier satire of the s, the unpub- lished An
Island in the Moon, mixing raucous Augustan comedy with matters of import. As the dawn of Revolution
turned into the bloody sunset of the Terror, it was a mood that was largely to disappear from his writing for
more than two decades. It is now accepted that Blake completed all twenty-seven of the plates in the book in ,
printing most of the extant copies that survive in that year, although he produced three more in the mids and
another two richly illuminated versions in and The Evolution of The Marriage In the course of bibliographical
work over the past two decades to establish the actual date of publication of The Marriage, Joseph Viscomi in
particular has drawn attention to the unusual â€” convoluted, even â€” history of its printing. In the first of his
three related essays, Viscomi proposed that The Marriage had developed through four to six distinct printing
sessions, suggesting that Blake did not have a completed manuscript before he began work Viscomi At this
point, it is the first essay on the evolution of the printing process that is most relevant. By measuring
impressions on copies of The Marriage, Viscomi established that plates had been cut from the same piece of
copper and were prob- ably produced as a separate pamphlet before work began on the rest of the book. The
Bible of Hell: He is also able to sug- gest a chronology for the sequence in which The Marriage was
composed, some parts of this chronology such as the original, anti-Swedenborgian pamphlet being more
firmly established than others. That Blake then chose to rearrange his plates into the order in which we
typically read them now plates , extend- ing what began as a pamphlet into a much more ambitious literary
work, has important consequences for the fragmentary nature of this remarkable book. Nonetheless, while this
explains how the book came to be printed in the form in which it comes down to us, as Viscomi himself
observes it does not explain the very strong reactions which readers have had when reading this very strange
text. I think the whole page at the top of which I have made a cross in red chalk would at once exclude the
work from every drawing-room table in England. The content alone was not all that caused early critics apart
from Swinburne to falter in their assessment of The Marriage. This latter form, which began to be applied to
The Marriage by Blake scholars in the s, originated in the now lost works of Menippus, a Greek Cynic and
satirist who lived in the third century BC and whose texts influenced classical writers such as Varro and Lucan
and whose influence on Blake Leslie Tannenbaum noted in the s. Menippean satire combined different genres
and styles of writing as well as rapidly shifting viewpoints, a miscellany or medley of positions and situations
that can be observed in such writers as Jonathan Swift and Lewis Carroll. Blake did not set out to write a
miscellany; rather one emerged during the rather complex schedule of etching different plates. Nonetheless, if
he did not intend to produce a Menippean satire Blake appeared happy enough with the final disjointed form
of his book. The startling variations that occur from plate to plate, or section to section, serve as intellectual
shocks to the reader that prevent him or her from settling too comfortably in the precincts of hell or the fields
of heaven. Proverbs and Fancies Despite the incongruities in the production and form of The Marriage, it must
also be recognised that as well as strong thematic consistencies running throughout the entire text there are
also repeated formal motifs that provide some coherence to the structure of the book. This formal unity is most
evident in the series of Memorable Fancies. These comprise the greater part of The Marriage and while the
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situation and perspec- tive of each one can be radically different whether dining with the prophets Isaiah and
Ezekiel, for example, or witnessing an angel and devil conversing over the true nature of Jesus , after only a
few encounters the sudden punctua- tions of each of these fantasies leads the reader to expect tumult and
disorder. This anticipation of anarchy itself provides an unusual form of coherence, an act of imaginative
reading whereby we are expected to make intellectual leaps between each scene in a form befitting Menippean
satire. The first of the Memorable Fancies offers a short prologue to the section of The Marriage that has
become the most famous: As I was walking among the fires of hell, delighted with the enjoyments of Genius;
which to Angels look like torment and insanity. I collected some of their Proverbs: When I came home; on the
abyss of the five senses, where a flat sided steep frowns over the present world. These maxims obviously have
their roots in biblical proverbs such as those found in Ecclesiastes, but whereas the general tenor of the older
sayings is conservative in character that of those in The Marriage is deliberately pro- vocative and disturbing.
The Memorable Fancy that precedes the Proverbs of Hell also indicates the important transformation of
perception that Blake expected to accompany the act of reading: Rather than the operation of transcendant
reason organising passive sense impressions, active imagination proceeds from the desires of the body. Such
an understanding is indicated in the following Memorable Fancy in which the narrator sits down to dinner
with Isaiah and Ezekiel: I asked them how they dared so roundly to assert. I saw no God. It would not be
unfair to comment that most people who have heard of Swedenborg today have done so because of what Blake
writes in The Marriage in particular. Emmanuel Swedenborg Swedenborg was a remarkable figure in
eighteenth century Europe, a man of the Enlightenment and science who also gave rise to a form of mysticism that appealed to many of his contemporaries. After completing university at Uppsala in , Swedenborg
travelled through Western Europe before coming to London where he stayed for four years before returning to
Sweden in to work on scientific and engineering projects. Swedenborg worked as an assessor for the Swedish
Board of Mines and published scientific discoveries in his periodical, Daedalus Hyperboreus The Northern
Daedalus. For these, and other services, he was ennobled in whereupon the family name was changed from
Swedberg to Swedenborg , and in he was offered the chair of mathematics at Uppsala, a post that he declined.
During the s, Swedenborg turned to religious and philosophical sub- jects, publishing a series of works that
attempted to demonstrate how matter related to spirit and the finite to the infinite, such as De Infinito On the
Infinite. By , he was convinced that he had to abandon his scientific studies and devote himself to
understanding God, publishing The Worship and Love of God in London in Until his death in , Swedenborg
travelled between Stockholm, London and Holland, writing a number of theological works that expounded his
new theological system. His last book, Vera Christiana Religio The True Christian Religion , was completed
in , the year after which he suffered a stroke during a visit to London and was buried at the Swedish church in
Shadwell. Certainly some, such as the Bishop of Gothenberg, rejected Swedenborgianism as it was to become
outright, but others such as the early followers C. During his lifetime, however, he made few converts, in part
because of his unwillingness to proselytise, and where he did attract followers this was not without
difficulties: Throughout the s and s, however, his influence gradually spread throughout Europe, although it
was in England that he found most acceptance and made most disciples Trobridge At the meeting in a public
house on 13 April, , the Blakes were asked to sign the following paper: We whose Names are hereunto
subscribed, do each of us approve of the Theological Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, believing that the
Doctrines contained therein are genuine Truths, revealed from Heaven, and that the New Jerusalem Church
ought to be established, distinct and separate from the Old Church. As we have already seen, Viscomi argues
that plates of The Marriage were originally composed as a separate pamphlet aimed at the New Church before
it developed into a much more ambitious project: I have always found that Angels have the vanity to speak of
themselves as the only wise; this they do with a confident insolence sprouting from systematic reasoning: Now
hear a plain fact: Swedenborg has not written one new truth: And now hear the reason. Thus Swedenborgs
writings are a recapitulation of all superficial opinions, and an analysis of the more sublime, but no further.
Have now another plain fact: But when he has done this, let him not say that he knows better than his master,
for he only holds a candle in sunshine.
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Complete summary of William Blake's The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant
action of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell.

Drive your cart and your plow over the bones of the dead. The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom.
Prudence is a rich ugly old maid courted by Incapacity. He who desires but acts not, breeds pestilence. The cut
worm forgives the plow. Dip him in the river who loves water. A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man
sees. He whose face gives no light, shall never become a star. Eternity is in love with the productions of time.
The busy bee has no time for sorrow. All wholsom food is caught without a net or a trap. No bird soars too
high, if he soars with his own wings. A dead body, revenges not injuries. The most sublime act is to set
another before you. If the fool would persist in his folly he would become wise. Folly is the cloke of knavery.
Shame is Prides cloke. The pride of the peacock is the glory of God. The lust of the goat is the bounty of God.
The wrath of the lion is the wisdom of God. The nakedness of woman is the work of God. Excess of sorrow
laughs. Excess of joy weeps. The fox condemns the trap, not himself. Let man wear the fell of the lion, woman
the fleece of the sheep. The bird a nest, the spider a web, man friendship. The rat, the mouse, the fox, the
rabbit: The cistern contains; the fountain overflows. One thought, fills immensity. Always be ready to speak
your mind, and a base man will avoid you. The eagle never lost so much time, as when he submitted to learn
of the crow. Think in the morning. Act in the noon. Eat in the evening. Sleep in the night. As the plow follows
words, so God rewards prayers. The tygers of wrath are wiser than the horses of instruction. Expect poison
from the standing water. You never know what is enough unless you know what is more than enough. Listen
to the fools reproach! The eyes of fire, the nostrils of air, the mouth of water, the beard of earth. The weak in
courage is strong in cunning. The thankful reciever bears a plentiful harvest. If others had not been foolish, we
should be so. When thou seest an Eagle, thou seest a portion of Genius, lift up thy head! To create a little
flower is the labour of ages. The best wine is the oldest, the best water the newest. As the air to a bird of the
sea to a fish, so is contempt to the contemptible. If the lion was advised by the fox, he would be cunning.
Sooner murder an infant in its cradle than nurse unacted desires. Where man is not nature is barren. This poem
is in the public domain. Two of his six siblings died in infancy. From early childhood, Blake spoke of having
visionsâ€”at four he saw God "put his head to the window"; around age nine, while walking through the
countryside, he saw a tree filled with angels.
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The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is a book by the English poet and printmaker William www.enganchecubano.com is a
series of texts written in imitation of biblical prophecy but expressing Blake's own intensely personal Romantic and
revolutionary beliefs.

Much of the poem is written as a stream-of-conscious theological manifesto, other portions as societal
critiques, and others as poetic songs or proverbs. The main theme of this work is dualism; that is that light and
dark, good and evil, angels and demons form a symbiotic circle and one cannot exist without the other. This is
immediately evident in the Second Plate, which is being spoken by the Devil, who is actually not a malevolent
force to Blake, but a creative, albeit mischievous one. The Devil states that the Bible and traditional theologies
are incorrect in a few respects, the first being that the body and soul are intertwined and not completely
distinct. The creative force in man, and the universe in general, are the Energies, which were traditionally
thought to be evil, but can be a great force for good. This passage is indicative of how Romantics like to turn
convention on its head. Just as the Devil was a rebel, so too are the Romantics at this time. What Blake is
saying here, through the voice of the Devil, is that the bodily part of existence, i. This whole work is
technically a poem, but Blake has written Plate Two as an ordinary list with ordinarily prose-y sentences.
Throughout the work, Blake adopts a very mystical sort of approach to spirituality and religion. Mystical, in
this case meaning a direct relationship between the individual and God, while denying structural religious
convention. Blake actually used this work as a response to the writings of Emmanuel Swedenborg, a
contemporary Swedish philosopher and theologian. The specific work to which Marriage is responding is
called simply Heaven and Hell. Swedenborg essentially adopted the dualistic classical Christian view of of the
afterlife, where the virtuous were sent to paradise in Heaven and the evildoers were sent to burn in Hell.
Blake, being a romantic and a rebel, largely rejected this simplistic view of the universe and thus responded in
Marriage. In Marriage, Blake contends that Angels and Demons are essentially two sides of the same
archetypal coin. Angels represent the Masculine, Conservative, and Controlling Energy which seeks to
constrain Genius and put order to things. In line Blake states: This they do with a confident insolence
sprouting from systematic reasoning. To Blake, the angels are the Church, religious conservatives who wish to
control, while the demons are the classical liberals, the romantics who seek to liberate humanity from false
constructions and social orders.
9: Analysis of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell by William Blake | Thoughts&Observations
An Analysis of William BlakeÂ´s "The Marriage of Heaven and Hell" - Stefanos Vassiliadis - Thesis (M.A.) - English
Language and Literature Studies - Literature - Publish your bachelor's or master's thesis, dissertation, term paper or
essay.
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